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INTRODUCTION

I always considered my acts of writing to be strictly of a selfish nature; I wrote to console, 
conjure, and conceal my real feelings. Writing helped alleviate the demonic miscreation that 
impaled itself within my credulous heart–my susceptible nature. Without trying to 
overindulge and sugar-coat, I was much too sensitive. Gullible. Naive. And very very 
innocent.

Being naive and innocent, I was able to meet a plethora of different people that had varying 
affects on my personality and growing imagination. Each new love interest I gained left with 
me a piece of their quintessence; the life blood of our mortality. I devoured these pieces, 
enraptured by their beauty and sometimes malevolence. And then I hungered for more.

I was always fascinated with Lovecraft’s “fear of the unknown” and something I like to call 
The Depression Era of music…or what my friend Michael Grant of the band L.A. Guns likes 
to call “Slit Your Wrist Music”. Not surprisingly, my style of writing from this era was 
directly influenced from Michael and his brother Azeron who were both in a popular 
Sacramento Gothic/Black Metal band called SIN.

Most of my pieces of work have to deal with that foreboding side of reality. Having 
emotionally invested wholeheartedly into that plane of existence, my only alternative to “a 
swan dive to oblivion” was to scratch the pain into paper with ink. These collected pieces are 
a direct result of those endeavors.

And although the majority of these pieces contain the ingredients of despair, pity, and the 
overall somberness of a petulant mind, there are a few pieces embedded within that shine 
with the brightness of the sun after a torrential rain. Luminous, warm, and unfractured. Fly 
On Your Mended Wing (page 6) for example, uses the tribulations of a dispassionate and 
deeply troubled relationship, and “unmasks” itself to encourage closure of said relationship.

Another great example of a piece written in the time of halcyon heights, We'll Make The 
World Explode (page 22), embodies passionate requests to destroy everything in existence, 
save for the passion and unrequited desire to belong as one; the desire to keep one in an 
embrace to protect from the devils and demons of the world who invoke intimidation and 
bravado to weaken emotionally.

Pieces such as the ones above are few and far in-between, sadly. But when they do appear, I 
hope they provide a sigh of relief and/or jubilation. I was sometimes able to step out of the 
shadows in order to drink some sunshine and sing aloud without a care. 

I sometimes still write dour pieces when placed in a setting reminiscent to the days of old. 
The fire is still there and is sometimes stoked to a raging blaze (although not as easily as 



before). But, as I've grown older, I've learned to, prioritize my feelings, and only let but a 
select few within my emotional domain. With this, my first book, I happily invite you all in. 

           - Adam Delia // Autumn 2013
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AWAIT THE REMEMBRANCE

The time was to reunite.
Clouds are mapped over the skies' eyes.

Winter winds are retreating into unknown chambers.
Their strength disintegrating into warm embraces.

Elapsing memories sparkle and then fade.
Life has all morals of love.
Some consider it putrid.

What would it feel like to move that far?
Into vanity?

Into a more deadlier livelihood?
Cancerous souls pursue like 

daemon stalkers of medieval times.
Your radiant slumber awakens 

past failures and unwanted misery.
She left to pursue liberty.

Liberty you did not give her.
Instead, 

she fell as you fell.
Though you fade as she saunters.

Saunters into solitude within dreams.
The passion she had is no more.

You decay and she marries.
You disintegrate and she births.

Revelations pursue the apex.
Crying forgoes the pain.
Await the remembrance.

She holds your heart forever.
The memory of you remains.

Ask her sweet child, 
who bears your name.
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DEATH IN PIECES

Why can’t I decide to just walk into a suicide gallery, 
gather my final thoughts, 

and curtain call the entire moment into a fiery requiem?
It hurts to love myself…
how can I love another?

My soul is defined by death in pieces.
I wish I could erase your pain.

I wish you hated me with feverish scorn.
I want you to beguile me and ridicule me 

and tell me that I am worthless.
Tell me how much you loathe me and how much better you would feel if I were erased from this

world in one vile swoop.
If I had your hate for me to my advantage, 

and knew you would take pleasure in having me buried…
I would dispatch myself from this rancid reality 

without so much as a hesitation on my part.
I would do this for you.

I would take this knife and shove it into my throat…
drown in my own hot disgusting blood.

I would utter not a painful cry or an eerie shriek.
I would die in solitude so that you can hear the last breath vanish from my body.

I would douse myself in kerosene beforehand and as my knees gave out from the knife thrust, fall
upon a thousand matches 

and lighters lit.
I would wither and turn to ash so that you will not have a trace of me in existence.

I would do it atop a mountain so high, flanked by the ocean, 
so that I would be lost at sea.

And as for you, 
you would not have to look back.

For the last thing I would want you to see, 
would be the clouds so 

high in the sky, waving at you, 
convincing you to stay awhile and flock with the ganders.

A fire is in flames for only so long.
It mesmerizes hopefuls into divinity...

it also eradicates the defilers…
so that they may never defile again.
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SADNESS OF A WINTER LULLABY

Its all a memory to be taken apart
and forgotten.

No one would ask me to contemplate
a change to revive

an ease to pain.
So I sing this sad little winter lullaby

with hopes of someone hearing.
With it flows the pain and despair shared with every

infidel who has torn a heart to bits.
This I share with you.

So sleep long and without illness my love.
Let my voice, 

with all its range and stillness,
lay you to a slumber like no other.

I’d love to lay and watch you sleep an infinite dream
while the angels play.

To you, 
a fair judgment comes to rest

with closure and hope.
If you awaken, 

remember me as a singing poet
meant to keep you in solitude.

For I will not be the same, 
come the awakening.
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CUPID PAINTED BLIND

A wonder of why I cannot see love 
is conspired within the grasps of the one called 

Cupid.
As he is too blind, 

the ones he projects with ecstasy-tipped arrows are soon dumbfounded and blind to the treacheries of
love.

I myself have fallen; 
the blood-spattered inculpable.

Twice broken into a dark divide.
Bewitched by the desire, 

as passion is as lunacy.
If I can run, 

then why not hide beyond the memories 
held under oath by wretchedness.

A pain heavily secreted by defilers is felt and brought unto others with no intention.
As I have no intention to hesitate a taste of her on my tongue.

This moment might have been complete,
I only wish her picture was not painted blurred and blind.
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FLY ON YOUR MENDED WING

Do you recognize me now?
Unmasked from the tears and hate that beforehand 

lay impaled upon my features.
The life I sought became the life I didn’t deserve.

To you I was just a somber boy with a revived heart of paper.
To I you were the world written on a parchment of the Gods.

This day I know you are encased in a new dawn
of surreal.

The path chosen by yourself 
all but reflects the love and lies shared with

many countless others 
riddled with the devotion of none.

Rust tainted failures.
So with this final signature, 

at the heart of a new strange day,
I bid you farewell and a gratuitous 

quintessence.
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A SIN FOR A FUNERAL

It is time to lay down one final time.
Bury my haggard flesh beneath the ashes of corruption.

This world is falling 
(failing) 

and all of its melancholic children
seize not a chance at redemption.

To what extent does life lay down fantasies and
misinformed dreams into reality?

The death unravels itself across my 
dream-scape to suffocate the last of my dying words.

To all,
it is just a lost boy looking for answers.

Answers never to be unearthed.
Answers that laugh in the face of said boy and

rip the tape set to mend a broken heart.
Set into tomorrow, 

a ravaging wind bestows its final countdown
onto the hopeless romantics and generic simpletons.

Help is on the way as the lost boy raises his knife to his throat.
The blood spills and cascades among other sad and impotent souls.
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SHARPENED HALOS

I only turned away for a second,
when it was plunged into my back without a regret.

No blood spilled.
A red fog spewed forth and wrapped

around the world to suffocate.
With this sharpened halo protruding

from my back, 
the non-devotees

of love now have a place to hang
their scythes.

The shadow of my former self has left me in disgust.
No more sorrow for the wretched.
I was just another feeble-minded

lost soul on the verge of total
abandonment.

But an angel with a blunt,
undisturbed halo drifted into my wake

and kissed my painful whispering embers away.
Taking my hand, 

she guided me
towards a balanced place of

creation.
The light blinded me, 

immorally and I found it hard to breathe,
She put her mouth over mine.

Then the air and light co-existed as one as
the ER lights continued to blind me while the

oxygen masked fulfilled my breaths.
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EMPTY ATTEMPTS TO HEAL

In this battle to delude the mind of all failed victories, 
I have lost.

Time to fly on broken wings, 
my blood writing and painting the world as ruins fall.

The journey to test reality opposes deadly obstacles draped with deceits sweat.
The familiar sound of an angel’s harp sends more of the hemorrhage through the heart, 

inducing an empty attempt to heal.
Everything holy and divine tends to release tears of loneliness as I hold nothing in my empty

embrace.
Times like these are when we try to find an opening to that forgotten place.

But in all makeshift time, 
the dream process concludes yet another 

empty attempt to heal.
The last night of my life drains.

Too many failed attempts unravel a man to his lowest of low existence.
So for this, 

I lay in this blood filled tub and await the emptiness of my veins.
My last attempt at healing.
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THE RESURRECTIONIST

Soil broken through, 
soft and drowning.

Mineral deposits implode the cracks and crevices.
Life stopped awhile back and measured the simplicity of age with wood grain.

Lifetimes of love vanquished into an eternity of darkness.
The man with the pale brown eyes lingers over the fresh new doorway entrenched into the Kentucky

Blue,
“Live again to replace what I have lost. 

The duty maybe unjust, 
but no one knows of this pain called loneliness.”

With burning tears enveloped in grief, 
the soil lay broken once more.
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INDIGENOUS LIES

If she rubs her eyes, 
the mascara smears, 

leaving dark imprints with accents of fear.
When forming words with her tongue, 

the consonants and vowels lash out dealings of despair.
All that’s surely begun.

Masquerading with nothing on but her dreams, 
all the while wishing she were free.

Every step tread remarks the promises and amorous thoughts to the world.
Deceived, 

malnourished, 
painful lessons signify the end of the good/bad era.
Every halo ever manufactured has been recalled, 

reordered, 
restocked.

Even with succession it was always a lie.
Corrupt.
Denial.

Misunderstood.
The fall of love, 

laughter, 
happiness 

is here.
So long to the real world.
Hello to the real world.
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FAREWELL, SORROW

The winds of purgatory sweep hair from your eyes.
Farewell to the sky.

Enclosed in your sorrow-filled mind.
The birth of a reason litters me with grief.

Head hung low, 
hungered death unfolds.

I will stab thee into submission.
With one’s wings unfolds unshaded vanities.

Fireflies lie in wait to engulf our tormented maladies into serenity.
Watch your tongue in dreams.

Farewell, sorrow.
Goblets of grief swallowed in dark.
Watch me bequeath thy remains.

This knife in my throat for deliverance.
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A FUNERAL IN WINTER

Fashion me a death mask.
In vain, 

corrupt to the world.
Rekindle the fire inside.
All is lost, never found.
Tread my steps be true.
Read my epitaph loudly.
Send Satan to my grave.

I’ll hang his coat over your picture.
But you shall be warmed.

Warmed from the embers that leap from our mouths.
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REMNANTS OF OUR SHADOWS

Under guidance not fully coherent with the masses, 
I shudder.

Shudder away guilt ridden lies and devious,
malnourished amorous blessings.
Now that I’ve run out of tears, 

who will be there to console the dried irises into slumber?
Like a shot to the head, 

I dream on my own.
Palms turned towards the sky,

on my knees, 
captivating.

Chin pointed towards the heavens.
Wishing the past.

Wishing to hold this world inside.
Can this be real?

Unbearable is the pain.
The night sky casts velvet moonlight amongst my sobs.

Arms left empty, 
I have lost.

Plunge this knife into my throat.
Its over.

Light me on fire, 
bury the ashes in disease.

I’ll haunt the deceivers forever under an atomic red sky.
Don’t look at my tomb, 

I might appear as your child’s death!
See the blood seeping through? 

It wasn’t for you!
The death I hold in my throat is for you!

But now I saunter the dark death fog unattended.
God doesn’t want my brash, 

impious ways.
Satan believes me to be too sad,

I disregard them both, 
I linger for a resurrection.
Take this middle finger, 

and shove it into the hole I created in your conscience.
Lay down at night and dream of sun-shines and lilacs.

Beyond those horizons, 
I’ll continue to promenade with the remnants of our shadows.
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ONE WEEK'S END

These tears won’t reach where she lays tonight.
Encased in a crimson regret they lay.

The nausea and dizziness have subsided…
for now

(though how long is that?)
I wish I could build the undying,

pure dream for me and you.
A dream where heresy lays written in blood on the dying souls withering in pain and dismay.

Where tribulations step aside from the path of devoted lovers.
On the wings of rain clouds,

I shed light on this painful heresy,
only to bury myself up to my neck in razor blades and sorrow.

Did you ever really need somebody?
Or was it just the comfort of a friend?

Maybe the gaining of revenge;
me tainting your heart with grief and let downs.

It started as one line…
then it turned to me upside down,
saliva and foam as thick as despair,

pouring out of my face.
The power of the deadly product coursing its diabolical existence through my veins made me forget

everything…
except you and the rain.
Unconscious for a spell,

I awake with a knock at the door.
Heart fluttering,

a thousand gypsies prance about my scruples in a folklore paradise.
White heaven slung beams rushing a crimson sea down to the depths of my person.

Could this be?
The one from my dreams?

The door is slung open in a disillusioned disbelief…
A package for Yar.

Back to the dead letter room to empty the contents of this evil,
dour package into my veins.

Oh,
and grab Jim and Jack along the way.

Hey!
Did you ask the sun-golden Jose if he would like to play?

Maybe good ol’ Mark.
A crashing of the vault door,

followed by an array of melancholic madness.
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Just a little bit lonely.
No one wants to be alone.

I’d choose death over loneliness.
But this mirror begins to interrupt my best laid plans.

That sparkle in your eye looks a little like hope…
hope painted an arcane sanguine.

With a skin on fire like the face it used to be.
- Minutes into Hours…

This room has just been invaded by clowns.
They juggle kitchen knives and sing songs of eons past.

Throaty,
frothy big band orchestrations of gospel melodies.

This kitchen knife would look beautiful in me.
The razor’s edge and I shall become incorporated.

Saw myself into a fiery red paroxysm as black and bleak as an eternal sleep.
Bent on another world tragedy,

breathing air that should have been saved...
for worthy souls.

- Hours into Days…
An embrace of emptiness has given me the last rites.

I have found it!
A divine world where tragedies are heard.

Jack,
Jim…why do you both look so down and empty?

You were suppose to cure me.
Not leave me.

You’re all I have as friends.
You’ve never forgotten about me here in this smoke-filled,

glass tomb.
Where the bleeding never stops.

Where I am a servant to a man called despair.
The writing on the walls deduces my failures.

And this crying,
diseased face is not a mask anymore.

Why did I let her go?
I gave her up for a chance with destiny.

A destiny that did not include a lovely spring promenade.
- Days into A Week’s End…

Unconscious for a week,
I awake with a knock at the door.

I stumble forward,
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ever incapacitated.
The horse began to blow as I watched the train wreck settle over my smoking horizons.

‘Nother package for Yar.
I open the door.
A package for Ray.
You stand there,

beautiful and determined.
I beckon you in and close the door on the rest of our lives.
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AN ANGEL'S ASPHYXIATION TO LOVE

His eyes were so sad to see,
un-mended wings untried.
The last of his life is gone.
Broken, untrue, and lost.
Will she renew her lies?

Lay them out to rest?
But it’s to late for her to change.

Too late for her to mend that way.
A demon’s soul has been revived,

unlikely to testify.
So knot up the dying noose.

Feel the pain course through the veins.
Live your last time in isolation.

Then begin the walk.
So don’t be late.

Don’t feel special.
Don’t remorse.

The two pieces of your heart are there.
Just leave them as a memoir.

She will fall to masquerade them.
Then breath in the ashes.
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DESCENDING THROUGH FIRE

I must confess.
The sour smell of your lies is intriguing.

Tell me you’ll never let me go, and I’ll tell you stories of hopes and dreams that wrinkle towards the
end.

Include me in your starlight memories and I’ll come drenched in kerosene, 
glistening in the autumnal fire.

With every word I fall deeper into your gaze.
Sorcery such as this, 

inane but final.
Final as the truth emblazoned amongst the pale light of the pyre in your irises.

But I will not go alone.
One embrace from me and together the lines are blurred.

Is this a daunting reality?
Or the succumbing of our essence being swallowed into the mouth of Euronymous?

Together we’ll bleed.
And the best part…

I can still taste you on my tongue.
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WE'LL MAKE THE WORLD EXPLODE

Hand in hand.
Aura to aura.

We’ll acquire the strength to antagonize the Earth.
Our essence compile to rid the palisades.

Pieces of our lives that we once had before float through the dense air.
Pushed and pulled via gravity’s grace.

Entwined, 
let us conspire for the good of us.

Abandoned dispositions wither into a diaphanous decay.
Take your sorrows to the ends of the earth.
Impel them into the far reaches of the stars.

Then fall back into my embrace.
I’ll forever keep you under my reverence.

I can’t help but succumb to the enchantment you bestow.
Do not deteriorate, 

for I will not bury you.
Do not wane.

I will revive you,
cauterize you.

Your afflictions become my casualties.
Place your most ambrosial of dreams, 

memories, 
amongst my care.

I’ll hold them rapturously 
as our hearts beat in unison 

to stoke the flames that shall lick this world.
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DREAM AND I SHALL FOLLOW

Let’s run.
Far away riding starlight through oblivion-black auras.

Burning bright, 
we shall never fade.

As long as we remain encased within this star-stuff.
We burn so bright, 

we meld.
My kiss becomes your heartbeat.

Your stare becomes my decadence.
No trace of us shall exist in the absence of desire.

So let us conspire to break the laws of humankind.
But secretly are you somber?

As we hurl towards an expansive infinity, 
nomadic in nature, 
I fear your unease.

No roots, 
no stability, 

only us.
Our worlds collided to bring an end to trivial needs.

Faintly we dim…
and it terrifies me.

I’m paralyzed at thoughts of separation.
We are cooling at devilish speeds.

Swirling past debris left by breaking dreams.
I can barely see your face.

It is hazy and encrypted with crimson empathy.
I feel so alone now…

Did you awaken?
Or just leave me here…

to pick up the pieces of my undeveloped desires.
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SEA BREEZES & SALTED WOUNDS

You could have been.
Once encased within my embrace.

You could have ruled.
I will burn, 

ashes consumed with broken breaths.
Signs have been begged for.

Fatigue has set in, 
I have no more reasons for apathy.

I suppose I am fully to blame.
For lying to myself.

I said I’ve given you up.
Memories stir at the bottom of our ocean.

The waves consumed our past.
I said I loathed you, 

despised you, 
all in the name of absolution.

But I still wait here atop this ravine.
Waiting to swan dive into oblivion.

Open wounds glisten from the blinding light of the grey skies.
I just want this to be over.

Quiet, 
clear, 
alone.

Without tears and under slivers of moonlight.
With darkness to hide my shadow-self.

I want to stop creating more wounds in hope that you find your way out of my quintessence.
I want to jump.

Wash away from this ravine, 
these memories.

Alone.
Never to be stirred by whispered voices.

Never a memory.
Just a dour afterthought.
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THE END WE WILL NEVER SEE

I tried to keep you near.
Our finger tips pressed and ached together, 

our grip slowly subsiding.
Along with your scent.

I once believed that soon it shall be.
But the jagged pieces of glass embedded within my mouth erased the beautiful taste with crimson

waves.
Your presence filled the day with more hours.

With each passing minute the expiration of our aura waned.
I wanted to keep you inside my piano and make beautiful melodies with you.

Songs such as these compose themselves with ease.
Desire hurts for a lifetime.

Empty arms become cold and filched by the passing world and all of its melancholia.
I’ve tried to film our time within my mind’s eye.

But I only receive mascara-smeared transmissions and lonely, black epilogues.
Shall I defy reality, 

somber and sour, for an unwritten soliloquy?
If so, 

I fear the end we may never see.
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STELLAR IS THE ENDEAVOR

If solemn were a color
it’d be

the shade of your eyes.
Stealing the decadence

from everyone’s dreams.
Stellar is the endeavor we now

obliterate.
Broken, 
unused

manifestations
of broken corpse undulations.

Writhing with
esoteric nightmares.

You stare
but only the Apocalypse
streams from your irises.

This leaves us
scarred.

Unable to cope,
or deny.

I will try to embrace you,
hoping that the

delirium will subside
once you fall

asleep
within my arms.

Absolution content within
unbroken dreams.
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MOMENTS WITHIN A REVERIE

I have awakened
in the world

between the corridors of our hearts.
We walk

through the essence that still beats here.
It is our timeless episode
rearranged to encompass
the lost years in between.

Sometimes static
and cigarette burns.

Past desires overthrown.
Emptiness becomes our new foe.

We stand in fires unwilling to consume us.
It would only meld us.

Your eyes give doorways
that I would blindly enter.

Unconcerned of the
demons present

or the suitors
delineated within.

Ghost removals present
no difficulty.

I’ll salvage you,
everything within you.

And then imprint
your essence inside me.

Forever the vallation you so deserve.
If only my slumber be not

disturbed.
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FAR BELOW

The wind shook the leaves
They rattle in denial

Some flow freely
Others stand their ground

One more gust
Listen to the fall

Gliding downward
In a spiral

Into a pile
Yes in denial

Little ones play
In regards to the failure

Look down there
No under

I’ll be there
I’ve crawled from under

Under a rock
To find you

Far below the ground
Through the disposed

I’ve traveled
Under the stars

Far below the skies
In the dense low clouds

Swan diving into truth
Hoping to crash into your arms

For solidarity
Downward and under.
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MEET ME IN HEAVEN

Breath more,
So I know you’re alive.

The wind on your skin does that,
Tells me you feel alive.

Subdue my disgrace.
I cherish everything you bring.

Nothing can express all I’ve saved for you.
I hope we see what might have been.

So please,
meet me in heaven.

I will never die regretfully.
Because all that I know,

Is all that I’ve felt.
I’ve shined longer with you in our short time,

than with anyone.
So meet me in heaven.

Can you embrace the thought,
of knowing someone so scarred can love you,

as much as I can?
Deliver your soul to me,

so I can kiss away your pain.
Passion is drawing nearer.
It is calm and dreamy now.
I feel so light and in dreams.

I never want to fall,
but if I do…

Meet me back in heaven.
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RED INK & MENDED HEARTS

The stars aligned on that day.
Watching the memories float

in solidarity.
Wishing past endeavors into validity.

There are parts of me you’ve yet to see.
Unraveled is this passion.

Disillusioned is this darkened abyss.
Filched from the strange place of innate becomings.

Where empty embraces enshrine
sad serenades of lost eras.

But where have you survived?
A place where your ageless body lies.

Through the two halves of our existence.
Where time floats

amassing memories and dreams.
Sins and desires.

I can hear your sighs from thousands of miles
between us.

The wind carries them and leads us
to a plateau where our worlds collide.

Here we shall sign with red ink and mended hearts.
And embrace to form one within

a sentient era,
a sweet reverie under-bliss,

a decadent love
together.

Leaving the flashbacks to depose.
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THE BLACKEST OF HEARTS

I will arrive,
Once I am done gathering the pieces left from past transgressions.

I hold the end in my arms,
And the rest shuffles into the wind.

What have I become?
Lead by a heart blacker than the sins of priests.

Darker than the thoughts of men on the edge of bestial endeavors.
Have you gazed upon its writhing, 

corpulent spasms?
Is this why you’ve fled into the coldness of the outside world?

My own aura makes me shudder as I climb this massive mountain with rocks like scales and soil like
the flesh of a great beast.

The more I climb the higher the water rises.
This is where my black heart has led,

This is where no one will find me.
And this knife shall deliver me into the jaws of infinity.
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DANCING WITH APOCALYPSE

The blade, a gun, some length of rope? He sat there mesmerized, sorting through every sordid detail
until his brain hurt. He would rub his eyes long and hard; darkness disturbed with red and blue polka
dots laced with tears. A contact lens fluttered off of the iris and down his rough, unshaven face. Left
there as a memoir, all is still and quiet.

The tick of his blood was the only afterthought to a thousand blood-red suicides of lonely silence. He
remembers the pain of a broken reply. Memories etched with razors…

These weapons of turmoil were cold. They gave off a sickly aura only hateful syndicates of mass
delusion got off on.

And when brokenhearted simpletons inflicted healing on themselves with these inane jigsaw puzzle
pieces, the selfish curtain call was forgotten the second the steel stopped running, the black dust
settled, and the noisy threads creaked.
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DARK DIVIDE

Every kiss comes with an escape clause.
Every desire burns the horizons.

Here I am,
making the same mistakes again.

But that’s fine…
I’ll take all the blame,
as you lay next to him.

As you’re running off with him.
I’ll hold the sun away so you can make your escape.

Under cover of night,
through the dark divide.

I wish we would’ve explored past the moon together.
I have everything and nothing to lose…

so I will.
But I’ll send you a tear.

The sun begins to scar the sky with its reddish/orange tint.
This it shall be,

until the moon comes to sweep away the debris.
I tried to keep it at bay longer,
but I opened up my wounds.

Don’t pretend to know.
Don’t believe I care.

I only breath when no one is around.
I wish that you’d never left.

But once again it is the end we will never see.
So please…
Stay gone.

So that I can disintegrate in peace.
And lay down among these barren fields of burnt flesh and wilted heart-strings.

And wait for the rain.
To give beauty to a new foundation of life.

This is all I have left.
This is all I need.

This is…
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LIKE DEAD FLOWERS DIE

Like dead flowers die
Winter forms through the perils of Autumn

Gliding fluently in like a nothing
Promenading its decadence for all

We are forever in its radiance
Portraying the fall of the dead

Unleashing its breed
Then as quick as life
Winter cries away

Shamelessly
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MALUM IN SE

The oblivion veins of disparity.
Glacial as a jejune sigh from the mouth of a sadist.

In equal temperament to the death rattle of fallen priests.
Those that never aspire,

never become the ghosts with which we measure inequities.
Ashes lifted from absconded dreams.

Emptiness scavenged from those that contravene our memories.
Salvation reigns upon tired eyes that continue to wait for the one that got away.

An eternal sleep,
a subversive disease.

Empty are these arms that wait for gelid,
filched silhouettes.

Stolen from the image branded within our retinas.
These pictures retain that miasma of adoration that,

when released,
encapsulate our senses to direct us to the places of yesteryears.

Our fallacious sentiments clash with reality.
Do we truly believe our own morale?

Or is it a façade.
We hide in plain sight.

Our cloaks reveal sunshine and silvery-blue merriment.
While the shadows hovering beneath;

above our hearts,
caress the evils that lay dormant,

yearning for the opportunity.
The conjuration.
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REVELATIONS ABSENT (4:01 AM)

Feelings of exultation.
Why do we trust in the rhythm of our heartbeats?

Shall it implode,
it was nice to meet you.

Please pause while I write my desires for you on these overwrought walls.
The space where I held you close has become forebode of warmth.

A shadow of dense emotions.
I’m so tired of carrying these amorous words for you in silent solitude.

They’ve begun to crumble ‘neath the weight of my existence.
3 AM

Bedside tears and the waning light of the old TV set.
Perched atop old, used notebooks containing vestiges from undisclosed eras.

Face held by tired hands.
Embattled through the years.

But my arms grow tired and nevermore resemble pillars of strength but legs of a funeral pyre.
Tired I may be.

Too tall for the noose.
Too shaken for the gun.
Skin too taut for a razor.

Natural selection is at play with the angels.
I’ve grown into the idea of withering.

Slow succession.
Dreams respond to the changing of the method.

Yet I still remain terrified.
Afraid of your tears.

Afraid to erase your smile.
Afraid.

Can forgiveness be mine?
I would pine to take it with me through the ashes.

Past the bedrock.
And back up again through leaves of tepidness.

Shadows creep past my door.
4 AM

My hands quiver under decades of tribulations.
Empty heart aches give new found definitions.

Clearly now you will not be on the other side of my door.
If I can muster the strength I will supersede the reasoning.
Distance between sinew and thought create disillusions.

Chaos.
Left behind.

Thousands of days without you.
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When oceans meet…let us traverse!
The pain in my heart bellows throughout the room as I finally stalk towards the door.

Instinctively I cry.
The surprise of disappointment already cascading through my electrical impulses.

Water from the eyes,
so sour.
So dour.

Through much effort and innumerable amounts of grief,
I pierce the air of this room.
Door opened to an empty,

hollow black.
While remnants of past transgressions writhe inside.

Uninvited and without understanding.
I will leave it open.

Though for how long,
only the arms of our esoteric,

innate clocks are of knowledge.
Dense air,

flickering light,
funeral pyre primed.

I shall sit here in respite.
Inevitable is this finale.

Devalued are my thoughts.
I can only sit here and wait.

Commence my body to withstand whatever walks through the door that has been left ajar.
Until the day I can shade you with my leaves.

And bring you some form of truthful semblance–comfort.
These of which I wasn’t able to garnish while I wasted away my flesh.

Revelations absent.
But they were never on time to begin with.

4:01 AM
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ECSTASY OF TRAGEDY

Ghosts.
We are all ghosts roaming a fading universe.

Surrounded by destruction and eternal nostalgia.
We shouldn’t love.

Shouldn’t lie.
Cry.

Our tragedies and memories will never be revealed to others.
Trapped in a conscious unhallowed.

Together we may live,
but to the stars we travel alone.

Incognito.
Under the influence of false compassion.

Misanthropy forever tattooed upon our lips.
Time will continue to falter.

Hope will never reconcile with reality.
We will always dream–but never to the end.

For we may not like what we find.
Portraits and artifacts painted with the blood from our bleeding hearts.

Broken promises and broken paradises.
Cases of sleep deprivation.

Long lost embraces.
Cold lips devoid of warm kisses.

The annihilation of our potential.
Dour realities born of failure.

Do you still want to travel to the end?
We are running out of time.

Hands grasp cluttered pieces of sanity.
Heavy with tears.

Burdened with the guilt of every wrong turn.
Every dropped ice cream cone.

Every late dinner.
But don’t delay.

The dust trailing us is merely our bodies disintegrating into decay.
But still we keep moving.

For we love our tragedies laced with ecstasy.
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DEAR EX-PIECE OF MY EXISTENCE

No more hiding behind metaphors and beautiful words.
It is all here for you to consume and enjoy.

The despair and shame are cut into small pieces so that you may swallow them whole.
Be done with it.

Don’t look me in the eyes and feign empathy.
Who the fuck can do that with a warm heart?

Go ahead.
Whisper sweet reveries into his ear.

Give him your breath with parted lips.
The wind carries it back to me.

Every moan,
sigh,

syllable.
I doused them with insincerity.
They break apart into the sharp,
cold pieces they are made from.

I will not let you impale me with them.
No longer will I be the bio-degradable piece of meat you ravish,

ride,
and then hold in scorn.

You’ve become a memoir.
A notch on my bedpost.

This is as real as it gets baby.
Keep clear of my conscience baby.

You can’t deceive me with the slow moves of your once-perfect body.
You’re in a state of disrepair and we’re all so cold because of it.

Used,
abused,

adorned with the mockery spewed from your mouth.
Open wider,

we can’t see the lies from here.
I don’t need you anymore.

There is no room for you between the tick of my blood.
There was a time I’d do anything for you.

But I’m encased in a finale that began so sweetly.
I may be a bastard.

I may paint your image with crude colors and shredded brushes.
But no one will ever know the pain.

The disaster.
I’ll take that to the end of our reality.

Then I’ll light it afire.
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Breath in the fragments.
Breath,

so I can watch the smoke escape from the holes in your heart.
Breath.

So you can remember what it feels like.
Because once I’m gone,

I’m purging the water out of your snow globe.
So I can watch you wither from afar.
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A TRIP TO MARS

The view from here is majestic.
Surreal.

Beautiful.
I serenely drink up your image from my space on Earth.

It seems so far,
yet I somehow feel your atmosphere part for my thoughts.

At times I see you spinning around,
like a happy dancer.

Other times,
the giant that is Jupiter covers your horizons like a beast of dreadful origins.

What is it like?
The view from there?

What do you see?
Is it hopeful?

Divine in nature?
There is so much to your planet.

So many answers left to be uncovered.
To many you are a dead planet.

But the opportunity for life that I see is mesmerizing.
I wish I could dislodge your position between Earth and Jupiter;

I wish I could slingshot you to the far ends of the galaxy so that you may introduce your wonders and
grandeur to the many other solar systems.

But I fear you wouldn’t want to leave.
Even though your importance would benefit elsewhere.

Just because it took me so long to make contact,
it doesn’t mean I didn’t care.
But should we have come?

Set our footprints on territory never tread by humankind?
I only see your surface mauled and frayed by us.

Towers of sickness,
man-made rivers of despair,

streets aligned with asphalt poured by sad men and broken dreams.
In the end,

I’m just a tiny fragment floating on a rock embedded in a sun’s beam.
I can’t do anything to help your eventual downfall.

I can only watch in dismay.
Watch and hope.
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TRAGEDY SPRINGS

This mortal wound
I’ve succumbed.

Saved myself
from calamity and

despair.
Only to perish

and join the ranks
of the dead.

Hear my requiem roar.
Loud, 

thrashing
syncopation

of bleak
copulations

mirroring defeat.
Married in

apprehension and
deceit.
Truly, 
truly

this is the end
of the

logical fallacies
drenched in black scabbards,

covered in white muses,
contempt of

reason,
seasons wither to the dead.

Watchtowers
are desecrated.
My own skin

consumed to nourish the
sinners unchanged;

Surreal,
forgotten.

Liars, 
Lovers,

heretics,
believers,

dreaming in
Technicolor
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Alan Ginsburg.
Heaven falls

with the
sound of

pennies and lint.
Sometimes dreams
do not come true.

But most
times

we do die.
Where are you Odium?

Dream-defiler
set in a wretched backdrop

to the tune of
ropes creaking,
limestone rocks

unblinking.
Unfurled hatred.

Reading Kosinsky’s
last stand

at the gates of
Har Megiddo.
Back-lashed
unmounted
step towards

sex and murder.
Liberate

Uniformity
drink from

pestilence to
resume dread

and the desire.
Simpletons drowned

recessed into crimson cavities.
Sundown black lit

funerals with pomp and circumcisions.
Inferno life
breath dead

sweet reverie
to adjusted withering petals.

Fires stoked to
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raging Autopsy
Scurvy.
Do not

breathe the air…
Tragedy Springs claims

our essence with tight-pursed requiems.
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